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Abstract
We study the theoretical and phenomenological consequences of modifying the Ka¨hler
potential of the MSSM two Higgs doublet sector. Such modifications naturally arise when
the Higgs sector mixes with a quasi-hidden conformal sector, as in some F-theory GUT
models. In the Delta-deformed Supersymmetric Standard Model (DSSM), the Higgs fields
are operators with non-trivial scaling dimension 1 < ∆ < 2. The Ka¨hler metric is singular
at the origin of field space due to the presence of quasi-hidden sector states which get their
mass from the Higgs vevs. The presence of these extra states leads to the fact that even
as ∆→ 1, the DSSM does not reduce to the MSSM. In particular, the Higgs can naturally
be heavier than the W - and Z-bosons. Perturbative gauge coupling unification, a large
top quark Yukawa, and consistency with precision electroweak can all be maintained for ∆
close to unity. Moreover, such values of ∆ can naturally be obtained in string-motivated
constructions. The quasi-hidden sector generically contains states charged under SU(5)GUT
as well as gauge singlets, leading to a rich, albeit model-dependent, collider phenomenology.
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1 Introduction
The origin of electroweak symmetry breaking remains poorly understood. Though low
energy supersymmetry provides a promising framework for addressing the hierarchy prob-
lem, the absence of any evidence from LEP, the Tevatron, and the LHC already places
strong constraints on many supersymmetric models. For example, pushing the superpart-
ner masses up in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) leads to a level of
fine tuning which is on the order of (at least) 1%− 0.1% in many models.
From a top-down perspective, however, the MSSM can be viewed as one very particular
supersymmetric field theory. Various SUSY-preserving or SUSY-breaking deformations
of this theoretical structure are in principle possible. For example, two basic inputs in
a supersymmetric field theory are the Ka¨hler potential and the superpotential, both of
which can be supplemented in phenomenological models by SUSY-breaking terms. While
holomorphy considerations constrain the superpotential, the Ka¨hler potential is far less
constrained. In this regard, the assumption of a canonical Ka¨hler potential in the MSSM
is a rather special choice. Although it is the unique renormalizable choice, in the spirit of
effective field theory, more general choices are a priori equally plausible.
In this paper, we study the consequences of giving the Higgs sector a Ka¨hler metric
which is singular at the origin of field space. This can occur when the Higgs fields couple
to a quasi-hidden sector in which at least some of the states of the hidden sector get their
mass from the Higgs vevs. From a top-down perspective, this sort of visible sector/hidden
sector mixing is quite well-motivated. For example, in GUT models arising within F-
theory, the Standard Model is realized on a stack of branes, and natural hidden sectors
arise when additional branes are in the vicinity of the Standard Model stack. This leads
to additional states charged under GSM = SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) which mix with the
Standard Model. The hidden sector has SU(5)GUT as a weakly gauged flavor symmetry.
In many well-motivated examples, the states fill out vector-like pairs of representations of
SU(5)GUT . However, they are assumed to get their mass predominantly from Higgs vevs.
Within string theory, this can happen naturally.1 Both of these features will turn out to
be relevant for phenomenology.
In contrast to much of the model-building literature, these systems provide concrete
N = 1 superconformal field theories which are different from (conformal) SQCD. In these
D3-brane CFTs, the hidden sector does not induce a Landau pole, and can actually improve
1The reason these states remain light in the string theory context is that the bare mass of these vector-
like states is controlled by the position of the D3-brane relative to the Standard Model branes. Fluxes
which attract the D3-brane to the SM branes thus lead to massless states. See [1–5] for recent work on
these quasi-hidden sectors. Let us note that in previous studies of these quasi-hidden sectors, the case of
a D3-brane slightly displaced (at energy scales far below the GUT scale) from the Standard Model stack
was mainly treated. In this paper we instead focus on the limit where this displacement vanishes and the
Higgs vevs are the main source of CFT breaking effects.
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precision unification [5]. Further, the contribution to the anomalous dimensions of Standard
Model fields is small, allowing these states to retain their weakly coupled identity [5].
Finally, since these CFTs involve one, or at most two D3-branes, they do not have a
conventional AdS dual, which would have involved a large number of D3-branes.
We can state the main features of the system we shall be studying in purely field theoretic
terms, as we will not need many explicit features of the string constructions. The reader
interested in string theory details is encouraged to refer to Appendix A and references
therein. In the UV, the Higgs sector mixes with the hidden sector via:
δLmix =
∫
d2θ (HuOu +HdOd) + h.c. (1.1)
where the O’s are operators in some hidden sector. Scenarios of electroweak symmetry
breaking involving such mixing terms have been considered previously in [6–9]. When there
is non-trivial mixing between the two sectors, we expect that at lower scales there is an
approximately conformal phase where Hu and Hd pick up non-trivial scaling dimensions ∆u
and ∆d. We refer to this deformation of the MSSM as the Delta-deformed Supersymmetric
Standard Model (DSSM). Our main interest will be in the regime where the excess Higgs
dimension ∆− 1 is small.
We assume that at a scale Λsoft, the Higgs sector is deformed by the analogue of the
soft breaking parameters in the usual MSSM:2
δLHiggs =
(∫
d2θ µHuHd + h.c.
)
+ (BHuHd + h.c.) +m
2
u ‖Hu‖2 +m2d ‖Hd‖2 . (1.2)
The full details of the Higgs potential are then fixed by the Ka¨hler potential K. We do not
know the precise form of K, but using simple scaling arguments, it is possible to deduce
some generic features of the DSSM Higgs potential. In the DSSM Higgs potential, the
presence of fractional powers of fields in the Ka¨hler metric leads to a competition between
at least two terms in the Higgs potential of degree close to two, such as |H|2+2δ and |H|2−2δ
where δ = ∆ − 1 is the excess Higgs dimensions. This leads to a squeezed Mexican hat
potential, in which the vev is naturally much smaller than the Higgs mass. We find using
general arguments that the lightest Higgs mass MH is related to the gauge boson mass MV
by:
MH
MV
∼
√
δ
g
× (√q0)1/δ, (1.3)
where g is a gauge coupling, and q0 < 1 is an order one parameter fixed by the details of
2Throughout this work, we shall make the assumption that the dimensions of operators are additive, even
for non-chiral combinations. This is not true for non-chiral operators, but we expect this is a subleading
effect, at least in the limit where ∆ → 1. Away from this limit, it is a simplifying assumption we make.
See [10–12] for recent discussion on this issue.
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the Higgs potential. We also check the form of these expressions for a particular choice of
Ka¨hler potential.
As ∆ → 1, the Higgs becomes parametrically heavier than the gauge bosons. This
illustrates an important feature of the DSSM: No matter how close ∆ gets to one, there is
an additional minimum in the Higgs potential which is not present in the case when ∆ = 1.
It is this feature which eliminates the usual fine tuning present in the Higgs sector of the
MSSM. In the regime ∆ → 1, the extra states of the DSSM can be viewed very roughly
as additional vector-like generations, but where an effectively non-integer number of fields
contribute to the gauge coupling beta functions. As ∆ → 2, one is far from the regime of
weak coupling. In this limit, the Ka¨hler potential may include terms such as
√
H†H, which
is more in line with a composite Higgs. See for example [6–9, 13–17] for other recent work
on coupling the Higgs to a strongly coupled hidden sector.
The regime of small δ = ∆ − 1 is attractive for a number of reasons. In this case, the
top quark Yukawa can remain reasonably large, as it is close to being a marginal coupling.
Further, when δ ≤ 0.1, perturbative gauge coupling unification is retained [5] (see also [18]).
As we explain later, the regime 0.01 ≤ δ ≤ 0.1 is also favored by constraints from precision
electroweak physics. Such values of δ can also be naturally obtained in explicit models [5].
In summary, the characteristic mass scales of the DSSM are:
MV ∼ Λsoft × g × (√q0)1/δ (1.4)
MH ∼ Λsoft ×
√
δ (1.5)
Mextra ∼ 4piv ×
√
δ ∼ (3 TeV)×
√
δ (1.6)
where Mextra is the mass of the extra states which get their mass from the Higgs vev, and
lead to the singular behavior in the Ka¨hler potential.
The presence of these extra states is motivated by UV considerations, but has direct
consequences for experiment. Indeed, since these extra states couple to the Higgs, they
will be charged under GSM . Another common feature of these quasi-hidden sectors is the
presence of additional SM gauge singlets which participate in the strongly coupled hidden
sector. The signatures of this framework have considerable overlap with a particular class
of hidden-valley models [19, 20]. See also [21–24] for related work on the phenomenology
of unparticle scenarios with a mass gap, and in particular [6,15] for some discussion of the
consequences for Higgs physics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, in section 2 we describe the general
setup. In section 3 we study the mass scales of the DSSM. In section 4 we discuss precision
electroweak constraints, and in section 5 we discuss some qualitative features of the asso-
ciated collider phenomenology. Section 6 contains our conclusions. In the Appendices we
present some additional details and explicit examples.
4
2 General Setup
In this section we state the general setup for the DSSM. We assume that in the ultraviolet
regime, e.g. the GUT/string scale, the field content of the Standard Model is weakly coupled
to a strongly coupled quasi-hidden sector. From the perspective of the hidden sector, the
Standard Model gauge group is simply a weakly gauged flavor symmetry, according to
which the operators must be organized. Thus, these operators will in general transform
under some representation of the Standard Model gauge group.
At this high energy scale, we add interaction terms between the two sectors. For our
purposes, these can be summarized as mixing OMSSMOHID between operators OMSSM
of the MSSM and OHID of the hidden sector. It is worth noting that in many cases of
interest, the hidden sector may not even possess a Lagrangian formulation. In such cases,
the meaning of this operator deformation is that it is to be inserted into the correlation
functions for the theory. We focus on mixing between the Higgs and hidden sectors via the
F-terms:
δLmix =
∫
d2θ (HuOu +HdOd) + h.c.. (2.1)
Such couplings naturally arise in string inspired models where operators from a D3-brane
sector such as Ou and Od couple to Standard Model operators localized on a seven-branes.
Our main assumption (which can be justified in some string models) is that these defor-
mations are relevant in the UV theory and cause the Higgs fields to develop a non-trivial
(but not very different from one) scaling dimension in the IR. See [6–9] for recent work on
related scenarios of electroweak symmetry breaking involving the effects of such couplings.
In general we can say relatively little when the mixing between the Higgs fields and
O operators is large. However, in the limit where the Higgs dimensions stay close to one,
we can exercise more control. This type of behavior can be realized, as in the examples
of [5]. Such deformations often trigger a renormalization group flow to a new interacting
conformal fixed point. One way of characterizing this behavior is that in flowing from the
UV to the IR, the fields Hu and Hd pick up non-trivial scaling dimensions. Denote by ∆u
and ∆d the scaling dimensions of the Higgs fields Hu and Hd. It is also helpful to introduce:
∆ ≡ ∆u +∆d
2
, δ ≡ ∆− 1. (2.2)
We shall often use ∆ to characterize the effects of non-trivial Higgs scaling dimensions. As
will become clear, the regime ∆ ≈ 1 appears to be most natural. Thus we often limit our
analysis to an expansion in small δ.
Of course, in the real world, we never reach such a fixed point. This is because super-
symmetry is broken at some scale, so conformal symmetry must be broken at this scale
or above. We assume that the energy scale where this breakdown of conformal symmetry
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occurs depends on the soft mass scale Λsoft. This scale enters through the µ-term, Bµ-term,
and the analogue of the soft mass terms, which we assume are all given by powers of Λsoft,
up to order one coefficients3. We now discuss each of these terms.
The µ-term is an F-term and is holomorphic in the chiral operators Hu and Hd. The
superpotential is µHuHd, so µ scales as µ = µ0Λ
3−∆u−∆d
soft , with µ0 a dimensionless constant.
Similarly, because the Bµ term involves the descendant of a chiral operator, we have a term
BHuHd+h.c. in the Lagrangian density. Because this term involves the scalar components
of chiral operators, the coefficient B is fixed as B = B0Λ
4−∆u−∆d
soft , with B0 a dimensionless
constant.
The analogue of soft mass terms in the DSSM is more subtle. In the absence of su-
persymmetry, it is difficult to constrain the form of such contributions. However, with
supersymmetry, we expect these contributions to be generated by two-point functions in-
volving the Higgs fields4. We shall therefore make the natural assumption that these soft
masses are of the form:
m2u ‖Hu‖2 +m2d ‖Hd‖2 , (2.3)
where the norm appearing in ‖H‖2 is with respect to the Ka¨hler metric, so that ‖Φ‖2 =
ΦigijΦ
j†. Scaling arguments then imply m = m0 × Λsoft for m0 a dimensionless number.
Note that the naive engineering dimensions for soft masses work out since the Ka¨hler
potential has dimension two.
In more formal terms, the full deformation is:5
Odeform =
(∫
d2θ µHuHd + h.c.
)
+ (BHuHd + h.c.) +m
2
u ‖Hu‖2 +m2d ‖Hd‖2 . (2.4)
The requirement that supersymmetry is softly broken is that the parameters B, m2u, and
m2d tend to zero as Λsoft → 0. For the soft masses, this does not impose a condition on the
dimensions. Note, however, that vanishing of the Bµ term then requires ∆ < 2. Although
the µ-term is compatible with supersymmetry, if we also assume that this vanishes as
3In this work, we do not discuss the dynamical mechanism by which supersymmetry is broken. Instead,
we assume supersymmetry breaking and discuss the nature of the soft terms consistent with the structure
of the framework. As a simplifying assumption, in this work we assume that supersymmetry breaking is
decoupled from the dynamics of the quasi-conformal hidden sector. It would be interesting to relax this
assumption.
4For example, this happens in minimal gauge mediation.
5The more precise characterization of this deformation is as follows. We suppose that the Higgs fields
interact with a strongly coupled field theory which flows in the infrared to a strongly coupled conformal
theory. As we flow to the infrared, we suppose that at a scale Λsoft this theory is deformed by an operator
Odeform. This means all correlators are to be evaluated with insertions of exp
∫
d4x Odeform. Even the
precise definition of this deformation contains subtleties, because the various terms involve bilinears in
operators of the strongly coupled theory. What is meant here is that all operators are to be evaluated with
respect to the operator product expansion, with the constant part removed.
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Λsoft → 0, we obtain the sharper bound ∆ < 3/2. We shall consider the weaker bound
to keep our discussion more general. Finally, we note that we can in principle also include
four-point functions involving the Higgs fields. However, we will find that the terms which
are close to degree two dominate over such contributions, so in what follows we neglect such
terms.
Given these operator deformations, we are interested in analyzing the resulting low
energy behavior of the system. By using general scaling arguments, we will show that after
adding these operator deformations, the Higgs develops a vev at some lower scale. We
would then like to determine some features of the low energy spectrum of states. Since
there is a characteristic mass scale for the theory, it makes sense to speak of an effective
potential for the Higgs fields, and in particular, to track the energy of the vacuum as a
function of the Higgs vevs.
2.1 The Ka¨hler Potential
The precise form of the Ka¨hler potential clearly plays a crucial role in determining the
precise mass spectrum of the Higgses. In N = 1 supersymmetric theories in general,
the Ka¨hler potential is renormalized and it is not possible to determine its precise form,
especially in a strongly coupled setting. Hence, we will consider particular examples of
Ka¨hler potentials consistent with our general setup. Although the detailed results for
the mass spectra and the resulting phenomenology will vary with the choice of the Ka¨hler
potential, we expect these examples to be representative of a large class of Ka¨hler potentials,
at least as far as qualitative features are concerned.
In order to motivate the choice of Ka¨hler potential which we use later, consider the
special case where the dimension of the Higgs field is one. Then we can use the one-loop
Coleman-Weinberg correction to the canonical Ka¨hler potential [25, 26]:
K = K(0) +K1−loop = H
†H − 1
32pi2
Tr
(
‖M‖2 log ‖M‖
2
Λ2UV
)
(2.5)
to capture the effects of couplings to a hidden sector which gets its mass from Higgs vevs.
Here, the trace runs over the supermultiplets of the theory, ‖M‖2 are the masses squared
of the various states, and ΛUV is a UV cutoff. In the weakly coupled limit, ‖M‖2 =
32pi2 × δ̂ ×H†H for some constant δ̂. We can then write:
Klog = H
†H
(
1− δ̂ log H
†H
Λ2(0)
)
(2.6)
where Λ(0) is some high-scale where new physics come in. The Klog Ka¨hler potential can
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be viewed as a limiting case of a Ka¨hler potential:
K∆ ≡
(
H†H
)1/∆
(2.7)
where H has dimension ∆ = 1 + δ, with the identification δ ∼ δ̂. Note that K∆ provides
a “completion” of the metric in the sense that all higher powers in Klog are resummed.
Hence, important features of having a non-trivial scaling dimension may be missed in the
leading log approximation. This will become clear in section 3.1.1.
In writing the Ka¨hler potential as K∆ we have assumed that the dimension of H
†H
equals 2∆. This is not true in general, but provided it is close to 2∆, which is a conservative
assumption when ∆ is near one, our main conclusions will not change. For simplicity of
presentation, however, in what follows we shall take H†H to have dimension exactly 2∆.
In the small δ limit, x1/∆ = x(1 − δ log x), which reproduces the behavior of the weakly
coupled example. Of course, in reality, the form of the Ka¨hler potential could be more
complicated. The main qualitative condition we shall be concerned with here is situations
where the Ka¨hler potential is singular in the H → 0 limit and (2.7) is a simple example
satisfying this criterion. The absence of a mass scale in equation (2.7) also indicates that
this is perhaps indicative of a conformal sector. In realistic conformal theories, one does
not expect the Ka¨hler potential to take exactly the form of K∆. However, it is worth
noting that in some situations with N = 2 supersymmetry, this expression is exact (see for
example [27] and [28]).
Self-consistency of our approximation dictates that the Higgs vev is the dominant source
of mass for at least some of the states of the hidden sector. We note that even if the
mass spectrum in the quasi-hidden sector is not exactly supersymmetric, this behavior will
continue to hold. For example, while the MSSM scalars can have mass contributions not
proportional to the Higgs vevs, the fermion masses are proportional to the Higgs vev. In
the small δ limit, we can estimate these masses as follows. Comparing the form of the
Coleman-Weinberg potential to the form of the Ka¨hler potential Klog, we identify:
6
Mextra ≃ 4piv ×
√
δ (2.8)
where v ≃ 246 GeV is the Higgs vev.
What is the regime of validity of our setup? We expect that our discussion is valid up to
energy scales where one loop corrections can destabilize the form of the effective potential.
Indeed, since the potential arising from the deformation (2.4) contains fractional powers
of the fields, expanding around a fixed vev will lead to a field theory with an arbitrary
number of higher point interactions. The higher-point interactions can renormalize the
6Here we have made an implicit assumption that the coupling associated to HO is an order one number,
with some natural notion of canonical normalization for the Higgs fields.
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lower-point interactions by closing some of the external legs. In order for these loop effects
to not overwhelm the tree-level effects, the loop momenta must be bounded from above.
Hence, roughly viewing the mass scale for the Higgs vev v as a decay constant, we expect
the effective potential to be valid up to a scale:
Λ(0) ≃ 4piv ≃ 3 TeV. (2.9)
Let us note that this is a conservative assumption, the range of validity may be higher due
to cancellations from superpartners.
2.2 The Extra States
As we have seen, in the DSSM, there are extra states which get their mass from the
couplings: ∫
d2θ (HuOu +HdOd) . (2.10)
Let us discuss some further properties of these extra states. We assume that some of
the hidden sector states get most of their mass from the Higgs vevs. One could imagine
that supersymmetry breaking causes some of the bosons to be heavier than their fermionic
superpartners, just as in the MSSM. This will not change the fact that some states get their
mass mainly from the Higgs vevs.
Depending on the precise size of these mixing terms, the mass of these extra fermionic
states can be either above or below the TeV scale. In principle, one can introduce addi-
tional mass terms for these vector-like states in order to remove them from the low-energy
spectrum. This is possible but runs counter to our goal of having light states charged under
SU(2)× U(1) with mass induced primarily by the Higgs vev7.
Of course, we do not know the precise form of the hidden sector states. However, in the
weakly coupled limit where a Coleman-Weinberg like analysis is valid, there is a qualitative
similarity to a vector-like fourth generation with field content Q(4) ⊕ Q˜(4), U (4) ⊕ U˜ (4),
D(4)⊕ D˜(4), L(4) ⊕ L˜(4), E(4) ⊕ E˜(4), where the superscript (4) indicates only that these are
all fourth-generation states. Here, the operators Ou and Od are:
Ou = κQUQ(4)U (4) + κ˜QDQ˜(4)D˜(4) + κ˜LEL˜(4)E˜(4) + κLSL(4)Su + ... (2.11)
Od = κ˜QUQ˜(4)U˜ (4) + κQDQ(4)D(4) + κLEL(4)E(4) + κ˜LSL˜(4)Sd + ... (2.12)
We have included an additional vector-like pair of hidden sector singlets Su ⊕ Sd. The
values of the κ’s affect the masses of these additional states. We see that all these fields
can be expected to participate in multiple interactions.
7As explained in the Introduction, this can naturally happen in some string constructions.
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It is important to note that the description of the O′s above as a vector-like fourth
generation is at best very rough and qualitative. The “...” reflects our lack of knowledge of
the structure of Ou and Od. For example, the beta function contributions to the SM gauge
couplings coming from the hidden sector are in general non-integral (as in [5]), hence the
hidden sector states should not literally be viewed as a vector-like fourth generation.
The presence of additional states charged under the SM gauge group will in turn affect
the running of the gauge couplings. One concern is that if these extra states do not fill out
GUT multiplets, gauge coupling unification will be distorted. Another concern is that even
if these states do fill out complete GUT multiplets, the presence of many additional states
can produce Landau poles at low energies.
The first concern is naturally solved in models where SU(5)GUT is a flavor symmetry.
The second concern can also be bypassed by taking δ sufficiently small, since δ is what
enters into the numerator of the NSVZ beta function. As found in [5], there exist explicit
string theory scenarios where gauge coupling unification can be retained, even when the
threshold is on the order of the weak scale (see also [18]).8
Finally, the hidden sector may also include additional states which are not charged under
the SM gauge group. This is the situation, for example, in the probe D3-brane theories
considered in [5]. Because not all such states couple to the SM, one expects that some of
these states will be lighter than their counterparts charged under GSM . We shall return to
the phenomenological consequences of these additional states in section 5.
2.3 The Range of δ
In this section we discuss bounds on the Higgs dimensions. We phrase our discussion in
terms of ∆u,∆d and the excess dimension δ = (∆u + ∆d)/2 − 1. There is a general lower
bound coming from the fact that the extra charged states cannot be too light. Taking for
concreteness Mtop ≃ 175 GeV . Mextra ≃ Λ(0) ×
√
δ ≃ (3 TeV) ×√δ, it is clear that δ is
at least of order 3× 10−3. Assuming the couplings HuQU and HdQD are generated at the
GUT scale, making the Higgs a higher dimension operator means that the top and bottom
Yukawas will experience some conformal suppression:
λtop (Mtop) ∼ 3×
(
MH
MGUT
)∆u+∆Q+∆U−3
, λbot (Mbot) ∼ 3×
(
MH
MGUT
)∆d+∆Q+∆D−3
. (2.13)
8Let us note that in the models in [5], additional couplings between the Standard Model and quasi-
hidden sector were also included, which in turn further shift the scaling dimensions of the MSSM fields. A
small variant on the models of [5] can be arranged by switching off these additional F-term mixing terms.
Alternatively, these additional couplings can be retained and their effect examined. In this work, we omit
these terms for simplicity. The main point here is that the requirements for gauge coupling unification can
be met in explicit models.
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The factor of three comes from running from the GUT scale down to the weak scale.
This assumes that flavor is generated at the GUT scale, as is natural in F-theory GUT
models. For example, taking MH/MGUT ∼ 10−13, we see that 3 × (MH/MGUT )0.01 ∼ 2,
while 3 × (MH/MGUT )0.1 ∼ 0.2. Thus, 0.01 . δ . 0.1 is naturally consistent with a large
top Yukawa. A relevant issue in this regard is whether other SM fields are assumed to mix
slightly with the D3-brane states. This is true in the examples considered in [5], although
not strictly necessary for a field theory realization of the small δ regime. In this work, for
simplicity and concreteness, we consider UV deformations where only the Higgs fields mix
with the hidden sector, since otherwise one has to also include non-oblique corrections to
electroweak precision observables. However, it is worth noting that such mixings can be
potentially beneficial. For example, when the 5M also has a non-trivial scaling dimension,
this can lead to conformal suppression of the bottom Yukawa relative to the top Yukawa,
so that a low tan β can be easily arranged.
In summary, we see that the viable range of values for δ is:
0.01 . δ . 0.1. (2.14)
As we explain later, in the above region of δ, the DSSM can be consistent with precision
electroweak constraints without much tuning. Quite fortuitously, this is also the range
which naturally occurs in the models of [5]!
3 Mass Scales in the DSSM
In this section we estimate the Higgs and gauge boson masses in the DSSM. Based on the
general considerations of section 2, we focus primarily on the small δ regime. Since we do
not know the precise form of the Ka¨hler potential in general, it is more reliable to provide
general scaling estimates. In subsection 3.1 we show that the Higgs vev can naturally be far
lower than the lightest Higgs mass. We then study the gauge boson masses in the presence
of a non-trivial Ka¨hler potential. See Appendix B for some explicit examples.
3.1 Symmetry Breaking in a Squeezed Mexican Hat
We now study symmetry breaking for the DSSM Higgs potential. The basic idea is that
there are four relevant operators in this potential: two soft mass terms, the Bµ-term,
and the supersymmetry-preserving µ-term. Although there is also a D-term potential, it
is subdominant because it comes from an irrelevant operator. In the MSSM, the very
irrelevance of the D-term is responsible for the Little Hierarchy problem. By contrast, in
the DSSM, the Higgs mass can be far higher than the mass scale set by its vev.
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Before discussing a particular example, let us first explain in general terms why the
form of the effective potential changes so drastically compared to the standard MSSM
Higgs potential. The cause of this change can be traced to a competition between terms of
degree close to two. At small field range, these terms dominate over the irrelevant D-term
contribution. For a field H of small excess dimension δ = ∆− 1, the role of the quartic in
the standard Mexican hat potential is, at very small field range, instead taken up by the
µ-term:
Veff ⊃ |µ|2|H|2+2δ. (3.1)
The role of the tachyonic mass term in the usual Mexican hat potential can in principle
be played by lower degree terms such as |H|2−2δ or |H|2, which respectively originate from
the soft masses or the Bµ-term. Only one such term is really necessary to produce a
stabilized potential, but in a generic situation we can expect both to be present. These
tachyonic contributions are at least as relevant as a usual mass term in a Mexican hat
potential. Balancing the µ-term against one of these contributions, the net effect is a
squeezed Mexican hat potential. See figure 1 for the general behavior of such functions as
δ is varied.
Having illustrated the general idea, let us now consider a toy model which exhibits
this behavior. Consider a single chiral superfield X of dimension ∆X and Ka¨hler potential
K = (X†X)1/∆X . In what follows we assume that the dimension of X†X is 2∆X , which
is a good approximation in many examples but which may be relaxed, see [10–12]. In this
setting, we now show that the analogue of the soft supersymmetry breaking terms in the
Higgs sector lead to a mass for X which is far above the vev |〈X〉|1/∆X . With this choice
of Ka¨hler potential, the Ka¨hler metric is
gXX =
1
∆2X
|X|2/∆X
|X|2 (3.2)
and the effective kinetic term is:
Lkinetic = − 1
∆2X
|X|2/∆X
|X|2 |∂µX|
2 . (3.3)
Motivated by the arguments in section 2 we study the following scalar potential:
V = m2gXX |X|2 −B |X|2 + |µ|2 gXX |X|2
=
m2
∆2X
|X|2/∆X − B |X|2 +∆2X |µ|2 |X|(4∆X−2)/∆X
≃ A |X|2−2δX −B |X|2 + C |X|2+2δX (3.4)
where A ≡ m2/∆2X ≃ m20 Λ2soft (1−2δX), B ≃ B0 Λ2−2δXsoft , and C ≡ |µ|2∆2X ≃ |µ0|2 Λ2−4δXsoft (1+
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Figure 1: Cartoon plot of the family of functions Vδ(x) = −|x|2 + 2|x|2+2δ for various
choices of δ. At δ exactly zero, the non-zero minimum disappears. For δ 6= 0, this leads to
a squeezed minimum close to the origin of field space.
2δX). Here we have introduced dimensionless order one constants m0, B0 and µ0 as per our
discussion in section 2. In comparison to a standard Mexican hat potential, we observe
that the exponents are compressed. This leads to an interesting change in the behavior of
the potential. The critical points of this potential satisfy:∣∣X(1)∗ ∣∣2(1−δX ) = 0; ∣∣X(2)∗ ∣∣2(1−δX ) = Λ2soft × (q˜0)1/δX ; ∣∣X(3)∗ ∣∣2(1−δX ) = Λ2soft × (q0)1/δX . (3.5)
where q0 and q˜0, to leading order in δX , are given by :
q0 ≃ B0 + t0
2|µ0|2 , q˜0 ≃
B0 − t0
2|µ0|2 ; t0 ≡
√
B20 − 4m20 |µ0|2 (3.6)
The critical point at zero is special since the second derivative diverges there, reflecting the
singularity of the Ka¨hler metric at the origin of field space. Provided the parameters q0 and
q˜0 are both positive, the other two critical points give rise to a maximum and minimum at∣∣∣X(2)∗ ∣∣∣ and ∣∣∣X(3)∗ ∣∣∣, respectively. Let us note that a symmetry-breaking vev can be achieved
even when m = 0, or alternatively, when B = 0 and m2 < 0. In these limits, the “dip” at
the origin of field space again flattens out.
The crucial point to note is that the vev is exponentially suppressed relative to Λsoft
when q0 < 1.
9 In this case, the mass squared of the canonically normalized field X can be
9Note that we want q0 to not be much smaller than one, otherwise there will be a huge hierarchy between
the vev and Λsoft. The phenomenologically relevant mass scales are discussed in section 3.3.
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computed to leading order in δX :
M2X ≃ Λ2soft × δX × t0. (3.7)
Note that the mass is only suppressed relative to Λsoft by a factor
√
δX , hence the vev is
exponentially suppressed relative to the mass. The proximity of low-degree terms explains
why the contribution from an ordinary quartic term is negligible; in the low energy theory
it is far less relevant than the lower degree terms. What happens when q0 > 1? In that
case, our description has broken down since the purported vev is far above Λsoft.
The above analysis can be straightforwardly generalized to models with two Higgs
doublets. Symmetry breaking with the Higgs fields is encapsulated in terms of the vevs
vu =
〈
H
(0)
u
〉
and vd =
〈
H
(0)
d
〉
, which are related to the two mass scales v
1/∆u
u and v
1/∆d
d .
It is helpful to parameterize these scales in terms of the characteristic mass scale v and a
dimensionless ratio:
v√
2
=
√
v
2/∆u
u + v
2/∆d
d , tan β =
v
1/∆u
u
v
1/∆d
d
. (3.8)
The general form of the effective potential as a function of v can then be fixed by scaling
arguments to be:
V (v, tanβ) = m2v2 − Bv2∆ + |µ|2 v4∆−2 (3.9)
where the dependence on tan β is absorbed in the coefficients. We are implicitly assuming
that tan β is a free parameter, the changes in which can be compensated by changes in the
supersymmetry breaking parameters10. The astute reader may notice that the exponents of
v are slightly different from those discussed earlier in the context of the toy model involving
X . This is because v has canonical dimensions of mass, whereas X did not. Here, the
scaling dimensions are m2 ∼ Λ2soft, B ∼ Λ4−∆u−∆dsoft , µ ∼ Λ3−∆u−∆dsoft , and ∆ = (∆u +∆d)/2.
Following the same discussion as before, we see that the characteristic vev and mass squared
of the lightest Higgs H is:
v2 ≃ Λ2soft × (q0)1/δ , M2H ≃ Λ2soft × δ. (3.10)
In contrast to the usual MSSM, not all of the soft mass terms or even the quartic D-
terms are necessary to generate a symmetry-breaking minimum. The µ-term induces a term
of degree 2 + 4δ, and plays the role of a large quartic term. The soft masses and Bµ-term
serve instead as tachyonic masses. The Bµ-term always induces a saddle point, generating a
tendency to roll away from the origin of field space. Hence, one can in principle do without
the soft mass terms. Conversely, one can consider scenarios where the Bµ-term is absent,
and the soft mass terms are tachyonic. These two possibilities are especially tractable and
10The same is done in phenomenological studies of the MSSM.
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are treated in more detail in Appendix B.
Summarizing, we see that the mass of the lightest Higgs is slightly suppressed relative to
Λsoft, while its vev is exponentially suppressed. The vev determines the mass of the gauge
bosons, leading to a Higgs mass which can naturally be above the gauge boson masses.
Hence, we obtain the general relation:
MH
MV
≃
√
δ
g
× (√q0)−1/δ . (3.11)
3.1.1 The Weakly Coupled Limit
Before moving on to discussing gauge boson masses, it is worth understanding the weakly
coupled limit in which the Higgs fields have dimension exactly one. In this case, it is
tempting to use the Coleman-Weinberg Ka¨hler potential Klog in (2.6) to determine the
effective potential and the corresponding vacuum. This is certainly possible to do; however
this leads to the following solution for the vev:
δ log
(
v2
Λ2(0)
)
≃
(
B − |µ|2 −m2
|µ|2 −m2
)
= O(1), (3.12)
The parameters appearing in (3.12) have the usual dimensions since we are in the weakly
coupled limit. Since the RHS is generically O(1) or greater as it is independent of δ, this
implies that higher order corrections to the Ka¨hler potential must be taken into account11.
Thus, the full Ka¨hler potential K∆, which provides a UV completion of Klog, is needed to
study the vacuum of the theory.
3.2 Gauge Boson Masses
Let us now discuss some further features of the gauge bosson mass spectrum. From the
perspective of the hidden sector, the Standard Model appears as a weakly gauged flavor
symmetry. Since the Higgs fields are, by definition, charged under SU(2)L×U(1)Y , we can
write down the leading order coupling between the Higgs modes and gauge bosons, as in a
general N = 1 supersymmetric field theory:
THiggs = −gijDµΦiDµΦ†j. (3.13)
Here, Φi is shorthand for the vector of chiral superfields Φ = (H
(+)
u , H
(0)
u , H
(0)
d , H
(−)
d ), gij
is the Ka¨hler metric. Since the flavor symmetry is assumed to be only weakly gauged, the
11Note that precisely the same argument was given by Coleman and Weinberg for not trusting the
symmetry breaking solution in one of the examples in [29].
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covariant derivative for this four-component vector is given by the usual covariant derivative
for the two Higgs doublets Hu and Hd.
A remarkable “accident” of the Standard Model and MSSM is that the heavy gauge
bosons (W (+), Z(0),W (−)) form an approximate triplet under a custodial SU(2) symmetry.
This is no longer guaranteed when the Ka¨hler potential is of a general form. We refer to the
“classical contribution” from expanding the Ka¨hler potential around a fixed vev as MW,cl
and MZ,cl. It is also convenient to introduce the ratio:
ρcl =
M2W,cl
c2WM
2
Z,cl
(3.14)
where c2W =
g2
g2+g′2
and g and g′ are the gauge couplings of SU(2)L and U(1)Y , respectively.12
Violation of custodial SU(2) is controlled by the order parameters δu = ∆u − 1 and δd =
∆d − 1. Let us note that the actual ρ-parameter of the DSSM also includes radiative
contributions, which are not included in this “classical expression”. We return to this in
section 4.
Consider first the case where the Higgs fields both have dimension ∆ and the Ka¨hler
potential is K∆ = (H
†
uHu+H
†
dHd)
1/∆. Taking the Higgs vevs to be vu and vd, the resulting
mass terms for the gauge bosons are:
M2W,cl =
g2
2∆
× (v2u + v2d)1/∆ , M2Z,cl = M2W,clc2W ×
(
(v2u + v
2
d)
2
+ 4v2uv
2
d(∆− 1)
)
∆(v2u + v
2
d)
2 (3.15)
so that ρcl is:
ρcl ≃ 1 +
(
1− 4v
2
uv
2
d
(v2u + v
2
d)
2
)
δ (3.16)
and we have expanded in small δ. In the limit of low tanβ and large tan β, we have:
tan β → 1 : ρcl = 1 + δ × ε2 (3.17)
tan β →∞ : ρcl = 1 + δ. (3.18)
The reason for the extra suppression by ε in the first case is that K∆ preserves an SU(2)L×
SU(2)R under which the Higgs fields transform in the (2, 2). When tanβ → 1, a diagonal
SU(2) is preserved, so the gauge bosons fill out a triplet of the approximate custodial
SU(2).
As another example, consider a perhaps more generic situation where Hu and Hd have
12Here we neglect convention-dependent subtleties connected with the renormalization of electroweak
observables, and in particular, which quantities we treat as fixed inputs, and which are taken as scale
dependent (see e.g. [30] and the review [31] for discussion on this point).
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respective dimensions ∆u and ∆d, with Ka¨hler potential:
K = (H†uHu)
1/∆u + (H†dHd)
1/∆d. (3.19)
Computing the gauge boson masses in this case yields, as a function of the Higgs vevs:
M2W,cl =
g2
2
× ∆dv
2/∆u
u +∆uv
2/∆d
d
∆u∆d
, M2Z,cl =
g2 + g′2
2
× ∆
2
dv
2/∆u
u +∆2uv
2/∆d
d
∆2u∆
2
d
. (3.20)
The value of ρcl is now:
ρcl ≃ 1 + tan
2 β × δu + δd
tan2 β + 1
. (3.21)
Observe that for this choice of Ka¨hler potential, the more generic estimate is again ρcl ≃
1 + c× δ, where c is a number slightly less than one, and δ is the characteristic dimension
of the two Higgs fields. The two limiting cases are:
tan β → 1 : ρcl = 1 + δu + δd
2
(3.22)
tan β →∞ : ρcl = 1 + δu. (3.23)
3.3 Summary of Mass Scales
To orient the reader, let us now summarize the various mass scales of the DSSM in the
small δ regime. The estimates of these scales will appear in our estimates of the behavior
of the physical potential. We first express all quantities in terms of the single scale Λsoft.
Proceeding up in energy scales, we first encounter the gauge boson masses. The mass
of the W -boson is:
MW =
g v
2
≃ g
2
× Λsoft × (√q0)1/δ (3.24)
where q0 < 1 is an order one number. We see that MW is exponentially suppressed relative
to Λsoft. The lightest Higgs H and the extra states are both heavier than the gauge boson
mass, but suppressed relative to Λsoft and Λ(0) by a factor of
√
δ:
MH ≃ Λsoft ×
√
δ (3.25)
Mextra ≃ 4piv ×
√
δ = Λ(0) ×
√
δ. (3.26)
Insofar as we expect Λsoft to be less than Λ(0), we see that the Higgs will be somewhat
lighter than the extra states for comparable Yukawas. Note, however, that this separation
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is independent of δ. We also see that the mass of the Higgs relative to the gauge bosons is:
MH
MW
≃ 2
g
×
√
δ × (√q0)−1/δ . (3.27)
In other words, we see that with q0 < 1, as δ decreases the Higgs becomes heavier than
the W -boson. However, since the ratio is quite sensitive to the value of δ, the mass of the
Higgs can either be close to the LEP bound of 114 GeV, or far heavier.
It is also interesting to study the behavior of Λsoft viewed as a function of the fixed
mass scale MW and the parameters g, q0 and ∆:
Λsoft ≃ 2MW
g
× (√q0)−1/δ . (3.28)
Note that since Λsoft ≤ Λ(0) ≃ 3 TeV, naively it would seem that the Higgs mass can
be increased by an arbitrary amount by increasing δ. However, the above formulae rely
on a classical analysis of the Higgs potential where the SM gauge group is assumed to be
weakly gauged. As a conservative estimate, for Higgs masses above around a TeV, weak
gauge boson scattering ceases to be perturbative and partial-wave unitarity is violated [32].
Hence, when the Higgs mass becomes close to a TeV, the framework described in this work
ceases to be valid. This breakdown in the analysis occurs when Λsoft ∼ Λ0 ∼ 4piv. Stated
differently, the approximation scheme remains self-consistent provided:
4pi > (
√
q0)
−1/δ . (3.29)
For δ = 0.01, this implies q0 & 0.95, while for δ = 0.1, this implies q0 & 0.6. Thus, q0 is
required to be close to one and less than one for consistency. We do not view this as a
fine-tuning, since we are simply solving for q0 as a function of δ. Indeed, when this condition
is not satisfied, it simply means perturbation theory has broken down.
4 Precision Constraints
In the previous section we observed that the presence of a singular Ka¨hler potential naturally
increases the mass of the lightest Higgs boson relative to the W - and Z-boson masses. It
is well known that in the absence of any additional physics, the precision electroweak fit
favors a light ∼ 100 GeV elementary Higgs.
In this section we study the consequences of such constraints in the DSSM. We mainly
focus on the contributions to the oblique parameters S and T [30] as the U parameter is
expected to be much smaller. Present electroweak fits yield an ellipse in the S−T plane [33]
which roughly lies along a 45◦ angle with major axis going from the lower left to the upper
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right. Increasing the mass of the Higgs leads to a contribution to S and T which moves
these values down and to the right of the ellipse. Hence, a positive contribution to TUV
and a negligible positive or negative contribution to SUV is necessary in order to pass back
within the 68% confidence level ellipse. To frame our discussion, recall that to lowest order
S is defined as the coefficient of the operator g g
′
16pi
Π†W 3µν ΠB
µν , while T is the coefficient
of e
2
8pi c2
W
v2
∣∣TrSU(2)(τ (3) ΠDµΠ†)∣∣2, where Π = ei~π·~τv and the τ (a) are spin 1/2 generators of
SU(2). Our conventions are that we consider the contributions to these operators from
all effects beyond the Standard Model. In our conventions, the Standard Model values are
then SSM = 0, TSM = 0.
Let us preface our discussion with a general comment: Since we have only imperfect
knowledge of the hidden conformal sector, and since it is strongly coupled, we shall only aim
for order of magnitude estimates. It would be of interest to turn the discussion around, and
use constraints from electroweak precision as a way to obtain insight about the properties
of the hidden sector of the setup. The main conclusion we draw is that the contributions
from the minimal inputs necessary to define the DSSM can accommodate constraints from
precision electroweak. Also, we will first discuss the case where custodial SU(2) is not
preserved, and then discuss situations in which it could be approximately preserved.
We divide the contribution to S and T in two pieces - one is the “classical” UV con-
tribution to the electroweak observables coming from expanding around a fixed Higgs vev,
and the other is IR radiative contributions in the Higgs sector at energies of the order of
Higgs masses and below:
S = SIR + SUV (4.1)
T = TIR + TUV (4.2)
For the radiative corrections from the Higgs sector, the Higgs fields are treated as a collection
of ordinary weakly coupled fields. We expect the division into two pieces to at least roughly
capture the physics. This is because the classical analysis of the scalar potential differs from
the standard weakly coupled models due to a non-trivial Ka¨hler potential, giving rise to
a “classical UV” contribution. However, the fluctuations at low energies are close to that
of weakly coupled fields (since ∆ is close to 1) giving rise to a “radiative IR” contribution
which is similar to that in weakly coupled models.
Consider first the IR contributions. These radiative contributions are of the standard
type which have been extensively studied for two Higgs doublet models. We adopt the
approximation scheme used in Appendix A of [14], and closely follow the discussion provided
there. We split up the Higgs mass eigenstates h0, H0, H± and A0, into a Standard Model-
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like scalar Higgs h˜0 and an SU(2)L doublet:
H =
[
H+
1√
2
(
H˜0 + iA0
) ] (4.3)
where H˜0 = cos (β − α)h0 − sin (β − α)H0 and h˜0 is orthogonal to H˜0. Our conventions
for Higgs mixing angles are as in [34]. Since h˜0 is not a mass eigenstate, it will have
contributions from both h0 and H0 which can be treated in terms of a weighted sum.
Similarly, H˜0 is a linear combination of mass eigenstates. The full contribution to SIR and
TIR can then be written, in this approximation, as a sum of the singlet and the doublet
contributions:
SIR ≃ SsingletIR + SdoubletIR , TIR ≃ T singletIR + T doubletIR (4.4)
where the contribution from the singlet can be approximated as (see e.g. [30]):
SsingletIR ≃
1
6pi
log
MH
MZ
, T singletIR ≃ −
3
8pic2W
log
MH
MZ
(4.5)
where MH is the characteristic mass scale for the singlet Higgs, which behaves roughly like
a SM higgs. For example, using a representative value MH = 500 GeV (see Appendix B
for a rough sense of the mass scales involved), we find :
SsingletIR ≈ +0.09; T singletIR ≈ −0.26 (4.6)
The contribution from the doublet is somewhat more involved. It is given by:
SdoubletIR ≃ sin2(β − α)F (MH±,MH0 ,MA0) + cos2(β − α)F (MH±,Mh0 ,MA0) (4.7)
T doubletIR ≃
1
16piM2W s
2
W
[
sin2(β − α)G(MH±,MH0,MA0) + cos2(β − α)G(MH±,Mh0 ,MA0)
]
Here, F and G are complicated functions of their arguments (see Appendix A of [14]).
However, qualitatively these contributions have the rough form:
F ≈ cF × logMH
MZ
, G ≈ cG ×M2H log
MH
MZ
(4.8)
where the c’s are order 0.1 − 1 constants, and MH is a characteristic mass scale in the
arguments of F and G. Note that F is logarithmic in the Higgs masses, while G contains a
quadratic piece. Depending on the Higgs mass spectrum, cF and cG can either be positive
or negative. Using the explicit forms of F and G and various choices for the Higgs masses
which could arise in the DSSM, we find that SdoubletIR can vary between -0.1 and +0.1.
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T doubletIR is far more sensitive to the Higgs masses, it can be either positive or negative with
magnitude varying from around 0.1 to around 10. A “large” contribution |T | ∼ 10 arises
if custodial SU(2) is violated in the Higgs spectrum. Let us note that having both S
and T negative occurs only in a small range of parameter space, and in such cases, the
magnitude of the parameters are bounded. Related scans of two Higgs doublet parameter
space have been performed in [35] and very recently in [36]. In [36], it was also found that
for some range of parameters a negative S and T could also be arranged. In our case, the
difference with the perturbative two-Higgs doublet model arises due to additional “UV”
contributions. For example, for the T parameter, the “classical UV” contribution coming
from a non-trivial Ka¨hler potential also violates custodial SU(2) in general13; hence the
full contribution can be within the allowed limits if they cancel each other. As will be
seen below, the contribution to TUV is positive, so a reasonable fit will require TIR to be
negative. This fixes some features of the Higgs masses but is still rather model-dependent,
depending on the details of the Higgs spectrum.
Let us now turn to the various UV contributions. Consider first the contributions to
the TUV . In the approximation scheme we have adopted, the contribution from extra states
of the conformal sector has already been included via the effective Ka¨hler potential. This
generates what we referred to in the previous section as the “classical” ρcl. This is because
the effective Ka¨hler potential for the Higgs fields encapsulates the effects of wave-function
renormalization for the Goldstone modes via the interactions HuOu + HdOd. Hence, the
UV contribution to T is estimated to be:
TUV = x× δ
α
+ ... (4.9)
where x is an order one positive number (typically smaller than one), and we have used the
relation ρ = 1 + αT (see e.g. [30]). The “...”reflects possible additional contributions from
supersymmetry breaking effects which, as in the MSSM, can be small. Thus, TUV is around
+10 for δ ≃ 0.1 and around +1 for δ ≃ 0.01. In order to remain in accord with precision
electroweak, recall that the net contribution to T from the IR and UV needs to cancel to
a number of order +0.1. Returning to equation (4.9), if we literally take x = 1, then for
δ ≃ 0.01, we have TUV ≈ 1. So one requires TIR ≈ −1, implying an order 10% tuning in
the Higgs masses to fit within the 68% confidence ellipse14. On the other hand, for δ ≃ 0.1,
one requires an order 1% tuning. Note that the lower range of δ of order 0.01 also requires
less tuning in the quark Yukawas, and leads to a better fit with precision gauge coupling
unification. Perhaps this points to small δ being favored when there is no custodial SU(2).
Consider next the contribution to SUV . In explicit realizations of technicolor theories,
13Of course, it is possible to consider cases where custodial SU(2) is approximately conserved, which is
also discussed.
14This is, of course, the naive tuning. There is no objective measure of tuning.
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the contribution to SUV , based on extrapolation of QCD-like behavior, is a significant hurdle
to overcome. However, this is not true for the theories under consideration. In addition
to being supersymmetric and conformal above Λ(0), the strongly coupled theories which we
consider are quite different from QCD (and SQCD). Thus, S does not scale like that in
a traditional technicolor theory. Another important feature is that some of the states of
the hidden sector will get masses which are roughly SU(2)L preserving. In the MSSM, the
Higgs sector is vector-like with respect to SU(2)L×U(1)Y and the contributions from visible
superpartners are negligible since supersymmetry breaking gives them SU(2)L preserving
masses. Similar considerations apply in the quasi-hidden sectors considered in the present
framework. Indeed, if supersymmetry breaking still gives the dominant contribution to the
scalars of the hidden sector, they will have largely SU(2)L preserving masses.
The fermionic states, however, are assumed to primarily get their mass from the Higgs
vev, so one might worry about the size of such contributions. It is hard to determine SUV
from first principles, but we will argue that it can naturally be small enough. If we just view
the extra sector states as weakly coupled additional vector-like generations for simplicity,
the contribution to the S parameter can be estimated to be cextra × 1/6pi, where cextra is
a coefficient which depends on the representations under the electroweak gauge group as
well as the details of Yukawa couplings (see for example [30, 37, 38]). For example, for the
states appearing in (2.2), one gets:
cextra = 8− log
(
κQU κ˜QDκLEκ˜LS
κ˜QUκQDκ˜LEκLS
)2
(4.10)
Hence a slight hierarchy between the Yukawa couplings κ and κ˜ can give rise to |cextra| . 1.
In models with a single Higgs doublet15, the difference between the Yukawa couplings κ and
κ˜ above leads to a large positive contribution to T which is a significant problem. However,
since we have a two Higgs doublet model, this positive contribution can be cancelled by a
negative contribution from T doubletIR as explained earlier.
Of course, one should not forget that viewing the extra states as weakly coupled vector-
like generations description is not quite correct. In [39] it was found that the representation
content of the extra states can affect the sign of S. Considering that whole towers of states
with different electroweak representations contribute in the quasi-hidden CFT, this pro-
vides an indication that contributions from different representations can at least partially
cancel each other, and either sign contributions to SUV with |cextra| . 1 may be possible16.
15such as usual technicolor models where the role of the Higgs doublet is played by a fermion condensate.
16As a related comment, though not strictly relevant for our present discussion, it is interesting to note
that both the magnitude and sign of the analogue of S can be freely adjusted in supersymmetric U(1)×U(1)
gauge theories. Indeed, viewing S as the size of the kinetic mixing between these two U(1) factors, we
observe that there is a 2 × 2 matrix of holomorphic gauge couplings τij . In N = 2 supersymmetric gauge
theories, this matrix of couplings corresponds to the modular parameters of a genus two Riemann surface.
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In addition, once conformal symmetry is broken in the hidden sector and electroweak sym-
metry is broken in the visible sector, both Dirac-type and Majorana-type (if allowed by
gauge symmetry) mass terms for these sates are generated. For example, given a vector
like pair L(4) ⊕ L˜4, the higher dimension operator HuHdL(4)L˜(4)/M✘✘CFT can generate a sig-
nificant SU(2)L preserving mass for these states at strong coupling, which will lower their
contribution to SUV . The presence of Majorana mass terms for some of the extra states can
give rise to negative contributions to SUV [40], which can also partially cancel positive con-
tributions from other states. Thus, combining all contributions S ≡ SUV +SsingletIR +SdoubletIR
can naturally lie between -0.1 and 0.1.
We now consider models in which the quasi-hidden sector enjoys an approximate SU(2)R
flavor symmetry. This can occur in the present class of theories, with SU(2)R appearing as
an emergent flavor symmetry in the infrared, and with the Higgs fields transforming in the
(2, 2) of SU(2)L×SU(2)R.17 Note that in the deep IR, the Higgs fields would have the same
dimension ∆. In this case, a diagonal SU(2)diag ⊂ SU(2)L×SU(2)R functions as custodial
SU(2) when tanβ = 1, and deviations from this value correspond to an additional order
parameter, ε ≃ tan β− 1 (though even for tan β = 2 there is some suppression). This leads
to an extra suppression of the parameter x in equation (4.9) so that TUV ≃ α−1 × ε2 × δ
(see e.g. equation (3.17)). Hence, even with δ ≃ ε ≃ 0.1, TUV ≃ 0.1 can be obtained quite
naturally leading to consistency with precision electroweak.
Such small values of tanβ are a well-motivated possibility. In the DSSM, this can arise
if m2u = m
2
d. If m
2
u(0) = m
2
u(0) at the messenger scale, and provided the mediation scale
is sufficiently low, there will not be sufficient RG time to distort this relation by a large
amount.18
5 Collider Signatures
In this section we comment on the collider signatures of the framework. The collider
phenomenology is quite rich, though also very dependent on details of the hidden sector.
Consequently we restrict ourselves to making qualitative and general remarks which arise
via the main features of the framework.
Recall that the main features of the DSSM are a modified Higgs sector, and an accom-
panying set of extra states, with respective masses:
MH ≃
√
δ × Λsoft, Mextra ≃
√
δ × Λ(0). (5.1)
In the special case of a genus two Riemann surface, the only requirement is that τij is positive definite. In
the perturbative regime, Im τ11 and Im τ22 are both large and positive. Hence, either sign of Im τ12 is in
principle possible. It would be interesting to incorporate this observation into explicit models.
17An explicit example of this type is the “S3 monodromy” scenario of [5].
18For example, this could happen in gauge mediation with a low messenger scale.
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These extra states transform in SU(5)GUT multiplets, and so have GSM quantum numbers.
Since Λ(0) ≃ 4piv ≃ 3 TeV, we see that in the range 0.01 ≤ δ ≤ 0.1, this yields a mass
scale roughly of order 300 GeV . Mextra . 950 GeV. The precise mass, however, depends
on order one Yukawa couplings to the hidden sector. This gives an order one uncertainty
to the above estimates. Thus there is a rich hidden sector with “mesons” which are either
charged or uncharged under GSM . The main portal which connects the visible and hidden
sector is the F-term deformation HuOu +HdOd.19
The fact that there is an approximate conformal sector consisting of states with non-
trivial scaling dimensions coupled to the visible sector might at first suggest a scenario
similar to unparticles [41]. However, in the DSSM the conformal symmetry is broken at
the scale Λsoft, which sets the scale for the soft masses around a TeV. Hence this frame-
work should be viewed as a particular class of hidden valley models, namely SM charged
unparticles with a mass gap [19,20]. In addition, the Higgs sector can in principle mix with
operators in the conformal sector. Such interactions can have important implications for
Higgs physics, as discussed for example in [6, 15, 20]. See [21–24] for related work on the
phenomenology of unparticle scenarios with a mass gap.
To look at the phenomenology in a bit more detail, we divide the discussion into two
parts. By assumption, the states of the hidden sector fill out SU(5)GUT multiplets. Hence,
we first discuss the phenomenology of the Higgs sector and the operators in the conformal
sector charged under just SU(2)L × U(1)Y , but neutral under SU(3)C . Next, we comment
on the additional states charged under SU(3)C .
5.1 Electroweak Sector
Let us first make some general comments on the signatures of states charged under SU(2)L×
U(1)Y but which are neutral under SU(3)C . This includes the Higgs sector states, but also
states of the hidden sector. The two sectors mix via couplings such as HuOu+HdOd, which
can in principle have an important consequence for Higgs physics.
Up to now, we have implicitly assumed that the mixing between the Higgs and hidden
sector states is small enough so that the Higgs fields retain their character. In a weakly
coupled approximation (c.f. equation (2.2)), one can view Ou as containing L(4)Su, where
L(4) has quantum numbers conjugate to Hu and Su is a GSM gauge singlet. If Su then
gets a vev, Hu and L
(4) would also mix. It is natural to expect some of the singlets of the
hidden sector to get a vev which gives the U(1)hid gauge boson a mass, as can occur in the
D3-brane theories of [1, 5]. The possibility of large mixing with this hidden sector is quite
interesting, but more difficult to analyze.
19In the D3-brane theories of [1, 5] there are additional mixing terms via the third generation, but to
keep our discussion streamlined, we focus on just the minimal interaction term.
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The case of small mixing is also well-motivated theoretically, and lends itself to an easier
analysis. Small mixing can occur if a hidden sector singlet Shid with excess dimension δhid
experiences a squeezed Mexican hat potential so that the vev is vhid ≃ Λsoft × (qhid)1/2δhid .
Hence, even if the SM singlets of the hidden sector pick up vevs, this scale may be far below
the Higgs vev, thus limiting the mixing between the Higgs and the extra SU(2)L × U(1)Y
charged states.
Even in the case of weak mixing, the resulting phenomenology can be quite interesting
as it can give rise to new production and decay modes of the Higgs. The main ideas can be
conveyed by considering mesonic operators Oa ∼ φ†aφa of the hidden sector, where the φa
can refer to states with or without SU(2)L×U(1)Y quantum numbers.20 Production of an
operator Oa ≃ φ†a φa through gluon fusion could proceed followed by the decay φa → φbH if
kinematically allowed, resulting in a channel such as bb¯τ+τ− + missing energy if φb decays
to Standard Model neutral hidden sector states which are either stable or long-lived on
collider time scales. On the other hand, for mH > 2mφa , vector boson fusion or WH/ZH
associated production followed by decays H → φa φa, φa → H∗ φb could result in forward
jets and soft jets or leptons and missing energy.
Just as in other two Higgs doublet models, the lightest Higgs could have a different
branching fraction to gauge bosons, as well as other Standard Model states. In fact, if it
is sufficiently heavy, it may also decay to tt. In addition to these more “standard” decay
modes, there is the possibility that the Higgs can decay to hidden sector states or LSPs,
reducing the branching ratio to visible sector states. Its branching ratio to two gluons and
two photons will also be generically different than in the MSSM because of the presence of
extra scalar and fermionic states which run inside the loop. Hence, the latest Higgs bounds
from the LHC are generically weakened when interpreted within this framework. Of course,
the precise form of the resulting signatures is model-dependent. At one extreme, if the extra
states are heavier than the Higgs by a factor of Λ(0)/Λsoft, the main Higgs decays to the
hidden sector involve higher dimension operators, which would be suppressed relative to
decays to SM states. However, decays to LSPs, if the LSP is in the visible sector, may
still occur with a non-trivial branching ratio. At the other extreme, if there is a significant
mixing between the Higgs and the hidden sector, the resulting phenomenology will be quite
rich and complicated. This could give rise to a scenario with multiple cascade decays of the
Higgs (or the operators it mixes with) and high multiplicity in the final state. These kinds
of signatures have been considered in [19,20,42] from a phenomenological perspective. We
can therefore view the above framework as providing an explicit UV-motivated realization
of such scenarios.
20This strictly only makes sense if it is possible to view Oa as bound state of φa and φ†a.
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5.2 Colored Sector
The DSSM also naturally contains states charged under SU(3)C , which are necessary to
retain gauge coupling unification. Given the significant improvement in search channels for
light colored states coming from ATLAS and CMS, it is important to study the consequences
of these searches for the present class of models.
The states of the hidden sector can decay when there are additional Yukawa couplings
to the visible sector. This is what occurs, for example, in the string motivated scenarios
of [1], where the third generation states couple to additional hidden sector operators. In
many cases, these couplings are irrelevant, and so if we had flowed to the deep IR, would
have vanished. However, since we have cutoff of the RG flow, they contribute an additional
source of couplings which can allow colored (and uncolored) states of the hidden sector
to decay. The decay of such states in related scenarios has been studied in [4]. For CFT
breaking near the weak scale, the decay rate is on the order of Γ ∼ Mweak(Mweak/MGUT )ν
for ν a small parameter related to the excess dimension of the third generation operators.
This leads to decays which are prompt on the order of collider timescales.
Let us now discuss some additional features of these extra states. Since the states in
the hidden conformal sector are supersymmetric, the scalar and fermionic operators have
different R-parity assignments.21 The R-parity even states could be produced singly as
a resonance. These states will eventually decay to visible jets (as required by color flow)
and to hidden sector singlets, which could be much lighter. If these hidden sector singlet
states are sufficiently heavy, they can also eventually decay back to the visible sector light
quarks and leptons. This could happen for example through connector operators such as
Ou,Od or hidden gauge bosons which mix with the Z. Thus, there could be multiple jets
and/or leptons in the final state, many of which could be soft. Thus current bounds on
such colored states from dijet searches such as [43] may not apply. If, on the other hand,
these hidden sector singlet states are sufficiently light, then the decay processes involving a
Standard Model charged extra state will involve a fewer number of jets with larger missing
energy. Even in this case, however, the effects of strong coupling can in principle produce
additional jets. This will affect the branching ratios of the various decay channels. More
study is needed to determine the relevant bounds in this situation.
R-parity odd colored states, on the other hand, can only be pair-produced. Again,
these could decay to visible jets and hidden non-colored states. The R-parity odd states in
the hidden sector will eventually decay to multiple soft jets/leptons and the LSP. Recent
21We assume for concreteness that R-parity is conserved. In the particular context of F-theory GUT
models, matter parity can be viewed as a discrete subgroup of a U(1) Peccei-Quinn symmetry. This U(1)PQ
originates from a flavor, e.g. 7′-brane which intersects the visible sector GUT 7-brane. The visible sector
states correspond to 7− 7′ strings, while the states of the D3-brane theory correspond to 3− 7 strings, and
3 − 7′ strings. In other words, the states charged under SU(5)GUT coming from the D3-brane will have
even matter parity, while the hidden sector states neutral under SU(5)GUT may have either matter parity.
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ATLAS and CMS searches based on multiple jets + missing energy are sensitive to these
processes, if there are enough hard jets to trigger on. In such cases, lower bounds on the
masses of such states could be placed. However, it should be clear that the precise bounds
depend on many model dependent details.
The presence of additional colored states from the hidden sector can also affect Higgs
production. An important process of this type is gluon fusion, with a hidden sector colored
state running in the corresponding loop. The size of this contribution is determined by the
coefficient of the effective operator (H/Mextra)TrSU(3)F
2
SU(3). This is in turn controlled by
the one loop beta function contribution from new states, as explained for example in [44,45].
At high scales where supersymmetry is restored, the size of this threshold correction for
representative DSSM scenarios has been computed in [2], which we can interpret as the
coefficient of the Hgg vertex generated by such corrections. In this limit, the contribution
can lead to a sizable increase in the Higgs production cross section (a factor of roughly
O(1) − O(10)). In the presence of supersymmetry breaking effects, however, the form of
such threshold corrections is more subtle. For example, when the soft masses and mixing
terms for the stop sector of the MSSM are comparable in size, the contribution to the
gluon fusion effective vertex from the top and stop sector can cancel [46, 47]. Similar
considerations apply for colored hidden sector states. Indeed, the generic expectation is
that the soft masses and A-terms of the hidden sector will naturally be of similar scale.
In addition, there can be additional suppression/enhancement of gluon fusion due to the
dependence on the mixing angles in a general two Higgs doublet sector (see for example [48]
for a review). Thus, we can expect that there exist regions of parameter space in the hidden
sector where the Higgs production can be similar to that in the MSSM, or perhaps even
reduced. As a final, less motivated possibility, one might also consider scenarios where
the colored extra states receive an additional large (compared to the electroweak scale)
contribution to their masses, leaving only uncolored objects in the low energy spectrum. In
such cases, the contribution from the hidden sector to processes such as gluon fusion would
almost be the same as in the MSSM. Turning the discussion around, collider constraints on
the product of the Higgs production cross section and branching fraction can then impose
constraints on the properties of the hidden sector. The basic feature, however, is that based
on the qualitative considerations just discussed, we can expect large regions of parameter
space in the hidden sector to be in accord with present constraints on the Higgs sector.
6 Conclusions
A natural feature of many supersymmetric theories is a non-trivial Ka¨hler potential. In
this paper we have investigated the consequences of a class of singular Ka¨hler potentials
which would naturally arise if the Higgs interacts with a quasi-hidden sector. We have
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seen that even in the limit where the Higgs fields have dimension close to one, gauge boson
masses are naturally lower than the Higgs mass. This situation is quite different from the
MSSM. Moreover, whereas many models with a strongly coupled Higgs also face significant
obstacles with low Landau poles, we have seen that the present class of models can naturally
accommodate precision gauge coupling unification as well as large quark Yukawas, while
still being consistent with electroweak precision constraints. The singular nature of the
Ka¨hler potential also indicates the presence of additional colored and uncolored states close
to the Higgs mass.
Some potential avenues of future investigation are as follows. Our analysis in this paper
has focussed on the low energy consequences of making the Higgs have non-trivial scaling
dimension. It would be quite interesting to realize a more UV-complete version of these
dynamics which includes both a supersymmetry breaking sector, and means of transmission
to the visible sector. The more general lesson we have arrived at is that a non-trivial Ka¨hler
potential can lead to novel and phenomenologically viable models of electroweak symmetry
breaking. It would be quite interesting to widen the scope of our investigation to study the
broadest possible Ka¨hler potential consistent with present phenomenological constraints.
The DSSM predicts extra states, leading to a potentially rich phenomenology which is
also quite model-dependent. Given the data being accumulated at the LHC, a comprehen-
sive study of even some representative examples would be extremely interesting.
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A Review of D3-Brane CFTs
In this Appendix we provide a brief review of some of the properties of the D3-brane
CFTs introduced in [1] and studied further in [2–5]. Though the natural setting for these
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CFTs is from a string construction, many of their properties can be stated in purely field
theory terms. The starting point is a four-dimensional conformal field theory with N =
2 supersymmetry. From these “master theories” other conformal field theories can be
obtained by performing relevant deformations to new theories with N = 1 supersymmetry.
The starting “master theories” are known as Minahan-Nemeschansky E-type theo-
ries [49, 50]. These are four-dimensional theories with N = 2 supersymmetry and a flavor
symmetry which is E6, E7 or E8. For concreteness, we focus on the E8 theory, since the oth-
ers can be obtained from deformations of this one. These theories are intriniscally strongly
coupled, and there is no known weakly coupled Lagrangian description available. The lack
of such a description does not mean such theories are inaccessible to study. Indeed, the
absence of a Lagrangian is compensated by the presence of N = 2 supersymmetry and the
associated Seiberg-Witten curve. The operators of this theory transform in representations
of E8. There is a particular class of operators O248 transforming in the 248 (adjoint) of E8.
These operators have dimension two and can loosely be thought of as the analogue of the
mesons in SQCD.
From this N = 2 master theory we obtain the N = 1 CFTs describing the D3-brane
probe CFTs of [1]. We view the SM gauge group as embedded in E8 via:
GSM ⊂ SU(5)GUT ⊂ SU(5)GUT × SU(5)⊥ ⊂ E8. (A.1)
This is obtained by switching on operator deformations of the N = 2 theory involving
the dimension two “mesonic” operators. Such deformations break the flavor symmetry E8
to SU(5)GUT . These deformations generically also break N = 2 to N = 1. The original
operators O248 then decompose into irreducible representations of GSM . In particular, some
of these operators will have quantum numbers conjugate to the Standard Model fields. One
therefore expects the operator deformations:∫
d2θ ΨROR (A.2)
for ΨR a chiral superfield of the MSSM in representation R of GSM , and OR an operator
in the conjugate representation. This leads to operator couplings such as:∫
d2θ (HuOu +HdOd) . (A.3)
Let us note that in the stringy realization of these theories, there are typically additional
couplings to the third generation: ∫
d2θ Ψ
(3)
R OR (A.4)
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which can also alter the dimension of the third generation fields. We emphasize that such
couplings are simply a part of the UV definition of the theory, and must be included in a
consistent UV treatment. Of course, from the perspective of the low energy field theory,
one can switch off such couplings. In this paper we have mainly focussed on the simplest
realization of a DSSM where only mixing with the Higgs fields is included.
Including all of these operator deformations, one can use the powerful technique of a-
maximization [51] to determine the resulting dimensions of the Higgs and other SM fields.
A remarkable feature of many of these infrared fixed points is that the chiral superfields of
the visible sector have scaling dimensions which are close to one. That is, the visible sector
retains its identity, even in the deep infrared.
B Explicit Example
In this Appendix we study the mass spectrum in a situation where the doublets Hu =
(H+u , H
0
u) and Hd = (H
0
d , H
−
d ) both have dimension ∆, and the Ka¨hler potential is taken to
be:
K∆ = (H
†
uHu +H
†
dHd)
1/∆. (B.1)
This choice of Ka¨hler potential has the additional benefit of preserving SU(2)L × SU(2)R,
where the Higgs doublets transform in the (2, 2). This extra SU(2)R means that custodial
SU(2) can also be preserved near the tan β → 1 limit (see equation (3.17)).
A general discussion of supersymmetric Lagrangians with a non-trivial Ka¨hler potential
is given in [52,53], and a review can be found in chapter XXIV of [54]. Focussing on the Higgs
sector, the system of interest consists of a four-component vector Φi = (H+u , H
0
u, H
0
d , H
−
d )
given by the usual two Higgs doublets. The Lagrangian of the scalar fields is:
Lscalar = −gijDµΦiDµΦ†j¯ −
1
2
g2D(a)D(a) − 1
2
g′2D2 − gij∂iW∂jW † (B.2)
where W is the superpotential, and the auxiliary fields D(a) and D of the vector multiplet
associated with SU(2)L × U(1)Y are:
D(a) = − 1
∆
(
H†u · τ (a) ·Hu +H†d · τ (a) ·Hd
)
×
(
H†uHu +H
†
dHd
)(1−∆)/∆
(B.3)
D = − 1
2∆
(
H†uHu −H†dHd
)
×
(
H†uHu +H
†
dHd
)(1−∆)/∆
(B.4)
where the τ (a)’s are spin 1/2 generators of SU(2).
In the remainder of this section we study two particular scenarios, one with tanβ = 1
and one with tan β = ∞. Our notation for the physical Higgs spectrum is as in [34], e.g.
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Figure 2: Plot of Higgs boson masses for a representative scenario with tan β = 1. The
numerical values used in the plot are B0 = 1, m
2
0 = 0 and q0 = 0.9. In these plots, the
mass of the Z-boson has been held fixed at its observed value. By inspection, we see that
as ∆ → 1, the resulting masses diverge. Observe that at ∆ near one, H(0) is the lightest
neutral Higgs, while near two, h(0) is the lightest neutral Higgs.
(h0, H0, A0, H+, H−), with corresponding mixing angles α, β±, β0. See figures 2 and 3 for
plots of the mass spectra in these cases. The rest of the supersymmetric Higgs sector,
in particular the mixing with gauginos in the chargino and neutralino system, can be
determined using the general expressions given in [54]. The end result is not particularly
illuminating, so we suppress it in what follows.
B.1 tanβ = 1
In this section we study a choice of parameters which leads to electroweak symmetry break-
ing with tanβ = 1. To realize this case, we take m2u = m
2
d. In the weakly coupled MSSM,
the limit tanβ → 1 does not admit a metastable vacuum which both breaks electroweak
symmetry and is bounded from below. Here we show that such critical points do exist in
the DSSM, and we study the resulting mass spectra. To further simplify our analysis, we
also take the soft masses to vanish. None of our qualitative conclusions depend on this
requirement.
In this case, the Higgs vev in this symmetry breaking minimum are:
v2u = v
2
d =
1
2
Λ2∆soft × (q0)∆/(∆−1) . (B.5)
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Here, the parameter q0 is a dimensionless ratio of the parameters of the theory:
q0 =
B0/µ
2
0
2∆2 −∆ . (B.6)
Consistency of the approximation we are considering requires the dimensionless ratio q0 < 1.
Let us note that if we view the soft breaking parameters as radiatively generated, and in
particular, smaller than the supersymmetry preserving term µ0, this type of situation can
be arranged.22
Let us now summarize the mass spectrum of the various states which are in direct
contact with our Higgs operators. The gauge boson masses squared are:
M2W,cl
Λ2soft
=
g2
2∆
× (q0)1/(∆−1),
M2Z,cl
Λ2soft
=
g2 + g′2
2∆
× (q0)1/(∆−1). (B.7)
The parameter Λsoft which defines the scale of soft supersymmetry breaking parameters in
the Higgs potential is related to the Z-boson mass squared:
Λ2soft
M2Z,cl
=
2∆
g2 + g′2
(q0)
−1/(∆−1) . (B.8)
The Higgs mixing angles are:
cos β0 = sin β0 = cos β± = sin β± = cosα = sinα = 1/
√
2. (B.9)
22As a simple example in the context of the MSSM, we note that if the µ-term is generated at some
messenger scale but the Bµ-term vanishes at this boundary condition, Bµ will be radiatively generated,
and naturally suppressed relative to µ2. However, it can still be larger in magnitude than the soft masses
squared. Finally, we note that in gauge mediation scenarios, the requirement m2u = m
2
d at the messenger
scale is also easily arranged. Provided the messenger scale is not too high, this leads to similar Higgs
potentials to those we study here.
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The Higgs masses squared are:
M2
h(0)
M2Z
=
4∆3 × (q0)(∆−2)/(∆−1)
g2 + g′2
× 1
∆
×
((
1
2∆− 1
)
B0 +
g2 + g′2
4∆2
× (q0)(2−∆)/(∆−1)
)
(B.10)
M2
H(0)
M2Z
=
4∆3 × (q0)(∆−2)/(∆−1)
g2 + g′2
×
(
∆− 1
∆
)
× B0 (B.11)
M2
A(0)
M2Z
=
4∆3 × (q0)(∆−2)/(∆−1)
g2 + g′2
× B0 (B.12)
M2
H(±)
M2Z
=
4∆3 × (q0)(∆−2)/(∆−1)
g2 + g′2
× 1
∆
×
((
1
2∆− 1
)
B0 +
g2
4∆2
× (q0)(2−∆)/(∆−1)
)
.
(B.13)
From this behavior, we see that
(
H(+), h(0), H(−)
)
form an approximate triplet of custodial
SU(2), with masses of the same size as Λsoft. Moreover, near ∆ → 1, H(0) is the lightest
Higgs, while in the other limit where ∆ → 2, h(0) is the lightest Higgs. Observe also that
the relative mass of the Higgs bosons to the gauge boson masses is quite sensitive to the
value of the parameter q0, and in particular, the overall factor of (q0)
(∆−2)/(∆−1). Since
1 < ∆ < 2, observe that for q0 < 1, the Higgs is parametrically heavier. One should
exercise some caution because this is really a tree level analysis; as we push the Higgs mass
above 800 GeV, gauge boson scattering ceases to be perturbative.
B.2 tanβ =∞
We now study the Higgs masses in the opposite limit where B = 0 and we take a particular
limit where the up-type soft masses are tachyonic, while the down-type soft masses are
regular. This leads to tanβ =∞, namely Hu alone gets a vev. Similar symmetry breaking
patterns can be arranged in the MSSM. To simplify the analysis further, we drop the
contribution from the D-terms, as it is a very small change in the form of the potential.
With this approximation scheme, the Higgs vevs satisfy:
v2u = Λ
2∆
soft × (q0)∆/(∆−1) , v2d = 0 (B.14)
where the dimensionless constant q0 is:
q0 =
(−m2u(0)/µ2(0)
2∆4 −∆3
)1/2
. (B.15)
Note that in order to achieve a symmetry breaking vev, m2u(0) < 0. The gauge boson masses
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Figure 3: Plot of Higgs boson masses for a representative scenario with tan β = ∞. The
numerical values used in the plot are B0 = 0, m
2
u(0) = −1, m2d(0) = +1 and q0 = 0.9. In these
plots, the mass of the Z-boson has been held fixed at its observed value. By inspection, we
see that as ∆ → 1, the resulting masses diverge. Observe that in this case h(0) is always
the lightest Higgs.
squared are:
M2W,cl
Λ2soft
=
g2
2∆
× (q0)1/(∆−1),
M2Z,cl
Λ2soft
=
g2 + g′2
2∆2
× (q0)1/(∆−1). (B.16)
Observe that in this case, ρcl is proportional to ∆.
The analysis of Goldstone modes in this situation is actually much simpler. In this limit
we have cos β0 = cos β+ = 0, and the two physically equivalent branches sinα = 0 and
cosα = 0. We specify the form of the spectrum for the choice of mixing angles:
cos β0 = cos β+ = sinα = 0. (B.17)
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The resulting Higgs masses squared, are, in units of the Z-boson mass:
M2
h(0)
M2Z
=
(q0)
−1/(∆−1)
g2 + g′2
× (∆− 1)× (−8m2u(0)) (B.18)
M2
H(0)
M2Z
=
(q0)
−1/(∆−1)
g2 + g′2
× 2∆
2∆− 1 × (−m
2
u(0)(6∆− 5) +m2d(0)(2∆− 1)) (B.19)
M2
A(0)
M2Z
=
(q0)
−1/(∆−1)
g2 + g′2
× 2∆
2∆− 1 × (−m
2
u(0)(6∆− 5) +m2d(0)(2∆− 1)) (B.20)
M2
H(±)
M2Z
=
(q0)
−1/(∆−1)
g2 + g′2
× 2∆× (−m2u(0) +m2d(0)) (B.21)
We observe that h(0) is the lightest Higgs. Next lightest are the charged Higgs fields H(+)
and H(−). Finally, the heaviest Higgs bosons are A(0) and H(0), which are degenerate at
this level of approximation. See figure 3 for a plot of these masses as a function of ∆.
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